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B B C Northern Ireland Learning One Potato,Two Potato Summer 2004

MoodMusic

Programme 4
Written by Marianne Robinson

This musical programme features the violin, and asks the young listeners to think about how music 

makes them feel.  What sort of music makes them feel happy or sad or even sleepy?  There will be a 

wide range of musical extracts to choose from.

Enya:  A Day without Rain (calm, relaxed, sleepy? - let the children give their own opinions)

Dvorak: Slavonic Dance No 1 in C major (exciting - with a ‘strong beat’)

Grieg: Peer Gynt Suite No 1 Death of Anse (sad)

J Strauss: Tristsch Tratsch Polka (happy, exciting)

Parts: bow

strings

shoulder rest   

bridge

scroll

pegs

Story

A tiny creature, no bigger than one of his Star War fi gures danced out from behind the log.

“Well hello there Andrew,” the creature’s little head bobbed up and down in greeting, “I’m 

Tanglewood.  I’m in charge of the music round here.”

“The music?” repeated Andrew, looking confused.

“Yes, and there’s been very little of it lately,” said Tanglewood.

“I didn’t know someone had to be in charge of the music,” said Andrew.....

After the programme

words for discussion:-  to sound ‘gloomy’; music can make your mood change; music with a ‘strong 

beat’; a log; pearly wings; a violin’s bow, pegs, strings, bridge; to practise; to compose music.

-   Before discussing how music can ‘change your mood’ - list as many ‘moods’ as the    

 children can think of e.g. happy, sad, cross, lonely, frightened, excited etc.

-  Think of words to describe music e.g. fast, slow, smooth, jumpy, high, low, peaceful,           

 relaxing.

-  Play some clapping rhythm games (generally music that has a ‘strong beat’ is more exciting,    

 music which is slower sounds calmer).
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-   Talk about the other members of the ‘string family’ - viola, cello and double bass, and point  out the 

relationship between their respective sizes and the depths of their ‘voices’.  

-   Talk about how the string instruments are played i.e by passing the bow over tightly wound   

  strings, or plucking them (pizzicato).   

-   Talk about the main ways of producing sound on a musical instrument i.e. by bowing 

    or plucking, blowing, hitting or banging.

-   Experiment with sounds using percussion instruments.  Try to make a ‘happy’ sound, and a     

 ‘sad’ sound.  Now perform a Mood Sound Sandwich - play the happy sound, followed by the sad and 

back to the happy sound again.

-   Listen to as many samples of music as possible and decide how they make you ‘feel’ - try to 

describe the sounds.  Do the children agree music can ‘change your mood’?  (Play them some pop 

music or ceili music, and see the effect!)

Story Comprehension

• Why was Andrew unhappy at the beginning?  (he hadn’t wanted to move house and he was far 

away from his friends)

• What was the name of the musical fairy?  (Tanglewood)

• Where did Andrew meet her?  (by a log in his garden)

• What did Tanglewood say she was in charge of?  (the music)

• What instrument did she play?  (a tiny violin)

• When she played, Andrew felt a ‘lovely warm glow inside’.  How do the children think that meant

 what he was feeling?

• Did Andrew fi nd it easy to play a violin?  (No - it took a lot of practise)

Northern Ireland Curriculum
 

Music
Listening and Responding: Pupils should have opportunities to: respond 

  imaginatively to a variety of short pieces of music;

  think and talk about the features and effects of the 

  music they create, perform and listen to.

Composing: Pupils should have opportunities to: play with sound,

  explore and investigate ways of making sounds; 

  select sounds in response to a stimulus; select and   

  use sounds to express mood and atmosphere.

Science

Physical Processes Sound: Pupils should be given opportunities to: explore 

          ways of making sounds using familiar objects.
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Cross Curricular Links


